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	According to the TIOBE Programming Community Index, PHP is the most popular programming
	language after C/C++ and Java.1 Gartner predicts that dynamic programming languages will be
	critical to the success of many next-generation application development efforts and sees PHP as one
	of the strongest representatives of this type of programming language.2 Since the beginning, PHP
	was designed for web application development and was likely one of the driving forces behind the
	dot-com boom at the turn of the millennium. Since then, PHP has matured to a general-purpose
	programming language that supports both procedural and object-oriented programming. In the
	past, subjects such as performance, scalability, and security were hot in the PHP community. In
	recent years, however, architecture and quality are getting more attention. In our consulting practice,
	we see more enterprises that want to modernize their PHP-based software and to base their
	development processes on agile values. The modernization of a code base is usually driven by a
	migration from PHP4 to PHP5 or by the introduction of a framework to standardize development.


	Against this backdrop, it is hardly surprising that a plethora of PHP frameworks exists. All these
	frameworks want to help with solving recurring use cases and the standardization of application
	development. Dynamic and static testing techniques as well as automated builds and continuous
	integration are no longer alien concepts to PHP developers. Especially in enterprise-
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On Political ObligationYale University Press, 2019

	
		A compelling set of lectures on political obligation that contributes to ongoing debates in political theory and intellectual history

		 

		This stimulating collection of lectures by the late Judith Shklar on political obligation is paired with a scholarly introduction that offers an overview of her life,...
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Paper Prototyping: The Fast and Easy Way to Design and Refine User Interfaces (Interactive Technologies)Morgan Kaufmann, 2003
Do you spend a lot of time during the design process wondering what users really need? Do you hate those endless meetings where you argue how the interface should work? Have you ever developed something that later had to be completely redesigned?

Paper Prototyping can help. Written by a usability engineer with a long and...
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Zero to 100,000: Social Media Tips and Tricks for Small Businesses (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2011

	“I work in digital media publishing, yet I’ve struggled, like most of the business world, to understand how to make social media work for me. Sarah-Jayne and Dean tackled the challenge with an energy that has to be seen to be believed. These two are now my #1 source of information and have provided simple and...
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Beginning Hibernate, Second EditionApress, 2010

	Beginning Hibernate, Second Edition is ideal if you’re experienced in Java with databases (the traditional, or “connected,” approach), but new to open source, lightweight Hibernate—the de facto object-relational mapping and database-oriented application development framework.


	This book packs in brand-new...
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Implementing and Developing Cloud Computing ApplicationsAuerbach Publications, 2010

	I was first exposed to what would become the Internet way back in 1969,
	while I was still an undergraduate at Brandeis University working on
	ARPANet, the forerunner to the present Internet, which operated at the
	then blazing speed of 2,400 bps, ultimately increased to 50 Kbps (see
	http://www.computerhistory.org/internet_history/). I...
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The New Know: Innovation Powered by Analytics (Wiley and SAS Business Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
Learn to manage and grow successful analytical teams within your business

Examining analytics-one of the hottest business topics today-The New KNOW argues that analytics is needed by all enterprises in order to be successful. Until now, enterprises have been required to know what happened in the past, but in today's...
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